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1 Mathematical Models 34 

 35 
1.1  Time-varying Renewal Process 36 

 37 
Origin of Instantaneous Reproduction Number !!. Both compartment models and time-38 

since-infection models originate from the work of Kermack and McKendrick1 and can be 39 

unified in the same mathematical framework2. Let us denote the numbers of susceptible and 40 

recovered individuals at calendar time "  by #(")	and '(")  (recovered individuals are not 41 

denoted as !(")	to avoid confusion with reproduction number). Taking account of different 42 

phases of the infection period, we denote the number of infected individuals with an infection-43 

age ( by )(", (). Thus, the overall number of currently infected individuals at time " is +(") 	=44 

	∫ )(", ()
!
" .( and the incident infection at time " is /(") = )(", 0). Governing equations of the 45 

homogenous transmission2 are: 46 

.#(")

."
= −2(")#(")																																																						(S1)	50 

5
6

6"
+
6

6(
8 )(", () = −9("))(", ()																																																			(S2)	51 

.'(")

."
= ; 9(())(", ()

!

"
.(																																										(S3)	52 

)(", 0) = 2(")#(")																																																										(S4)	53 

where 2(") is the rate at which susceptible individuals get infected at time ". This is given by 47 

the infection rates per single infected individual >(() with an infection-age (	and the number 48 

of infected individuals )(", () as: 49 

2(") = ; >(()	)(", ()
!

"
.(																																										(S5) 54 

Similarly, 9(() is defined as the recovery rate with at infection-age (. By simplifying Equation 55 

(S2) on the characteristic line (" = ( + @), we have: 56 

.)(( + @, ()

.(
= −9(())(( + @, ()																																														(S6) 57 

The solution to this ordinary differential equation is: 58 

)(( + @, () = )(@, 0)B(()																																																							(S7) 59 
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where  60 

B(() = DEF G−; 9(H)
#

"
.HI																																														(S8) 61 

Thus we can link the infections with infection-age ( at time " to the incident infection at time 62 

" − (: 63 

)(", () = B(()	)(" − (, 0)																																																					(S9) 64 

By substitute Equation (S5) and (S9) into Equation (S4), the incident infection /(") at time " is 65 

/(") = ; #(")	>(()	B(()
!

"
/(" − ().(																								(S10) 66 

Then we have the infectiousness profile >(", (), representing the effective rate at which an 67 

infectious individual with infection-age ( produces secondary cases at time ": 68 

>(", () = #(")	>(()	B(()																																																	(S11) 69 

The corresponding instantaneous reproduction number !(") is derived from the integral of 70 

infectiousness profile >(", (): 71 

!(") = 	; >(", ().(
$

"
																																																		(S12) 72 

It is the average number of people that someone infected at time " is expected to infect, if 73 

conditions remain unchanged (i.e. susceptible population, infectiousness rate, recovery rate).  74 

 75 

From the above derivation, we observe that the infectiousness profile >(", ()  and 76 

corresponding instantaneous reproduction number !!  are composed of three factors: #(") , 77 

>(() and B((). #(") represents the depletion of susceptible individuals: the decline of #(") 78 

will reduce the susceptible population size leading to possible herd immunity. >(() represents 79 

the infectiousness of individuals with infection-age (. This is related to biological (e.g. viral 80 

shedding) and behavioural (e.g. contact rates) factors. B(() represents the recovery rate of 81 

individuals with infection-age (: faster recovery will result in shorter infectiousness period and 82 

smaller reproduction number. All three factors, #("),  B(()	and >(() can be altered by the 83 

implementation of control measures along with time. 84 

 85 
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Decomposition of the Infectiousness Profile. !!  is determined by the evolution of the 86 

infectiousness profile >(", ()  according to the Equation (S12). Further, the infectiousness 87 

profile	>(", ()	can be rewritten as: 88 

>(", () = !(")	L(", ()																																																			(S13) 89 

where L(", () = >(", ()/ ∫>(", ().( is called the distribution of generation time, representing 90 

the probability distribution of infection events as a function of infection-age (. That is, the 91 

distribution of time interval between the primary infection and subsequent secondary infection. 92 

In principle, the distribution of generation time is time-varying due to the three factors in 93 

Equation (S11), which increases the complexity of parametric modelling.  Most existing studies 94 

assume a time-invariant generation time distribution (i.e. L(", () = L(() ) while the 95 

introduction of control measures results in the change of !("). Under this assumption, Equation 96 

(S10) can be rewritten as: 97 

/(") = !("); L(()	/(" − ()
!

"
.(																																	(S14) 98 

This is the core formula for !! estimation from the infection data. That is,  99 

!(") = /(")/; L(()	/(" − ()
!

"
.(																											(S15)	 100 

Or, we can have the corresponding discretised version: 101 

!! =
/!

∑ L%/!&%
'!
%()

																																																			(S16) 102 

where O* is the time span of the set {L%}. This decomposition of infectiousness profile into !! 103 

and time-invariant generation time distribution L% is one of the fundamental formulae for !! 104 

estimation in existing literature (e.g. the well-known package ‘EpiEstim’3 and this paper).  105 

 106 

1.2  Observations of the Transmission Dynamics 107 

 108 
Formulation of the Observation Function. The infection number /! is the ideal data source 109 

for !! estimation according to Equation (S16). However, it is impossible to obtain the exact 110 

number of real-time infections through intensive screening. Instead, the infections are usually 111 

observed from the statistical reports of related events (i.e. epidemic curves) such as the daily 112 

report of confirmed cases, onset cases and death number. There is an inevitable delay between 113 

the infecting event occurred and being reported. That means these epidemic curves do not 114 
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reflect the current incidence of infection /! . We clarify this by formulating the observation 115 

function of the transmission dynamics. In the framework of data assimilation, /! is the state 116 

variable of the dynamic epidemic system and its update is driven by the parameter !!  as 117 

described by Equation (S16). The aggregated reports S! (e.g., daily confirmed cases, deaths) 118 

are the observing results of the state variable through an observation function T: 119 

S! = T(/!)																																																														(S17) 120 

where T is the observation function and S! is the observation result. 121 

 122 

 123 
Supplementary Figure 1. Illustrations of three types of observations and corresponding 124 

distributions of time from the real infection date and observation.  125 

 126 

Observation Functions for Various Reports. The format of the observation function T 127 

depends on the type of reported data being used. In general, H is a convolutional operation 128 

summing up the portion of infected cases weighted by the distribution of time delay between 129 

being infected and reported. Confirmed reports S!+ , onset cases S!, and death reports S!- are 130 

the three most used reports data for !! estimation4–6 (illustrated in Supplementary Figure 1). 131 

 132 
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A. Onset Cases Reports. The reports of onset cases are usually compiled retrospectively from 133 

epidemic surveys of confirmed cases, which can be represented as: 134 

S!
, = U /!&%V%

.,
'"

%(/"
=	V.,⨂/!																																					(S18) 135 

where V%., is the probability that the symptom onset occurs W days after the initial infection 136 

date for a reported case, and .,  indicates the S!,  can only cover information of infections 137 

former than .,  days. The value of .,  is determined by V., . The distribution V.,  is 138 

determined by the biological factors of the virus and has been investigated in the previous 139 

reports7, which is considered time-independent. We use the symbol ⨂  to denote the 140 

convolution operation. 141 

 142 

B. Confirmed Cases Reports. The epidemic curve of daily confirmed cases S!+  is observed 143 

from 144 

S!
+ = U /!&%V%

.+
'#

%(/#
=	V.+⨂/!																																					(S19) 145 

where V%.+ 	is the probability that a confirmed case is reported W days after the initial infection 146 

date, and .+  has a similar definition with .,. The distribution V.+  includes two parts: the time 147 

between infection to symptom onset V.,, and the time between symptom onset to reported 148 

confirmation V,+: 149 

V.+ = V.,⨂V,+ 																																																									(S20) 150 

The former part V., is usually similar across regions while the latter time delay V,+  varies a 151 

lot due to test policies and screening capabilities8. 152 

 153 

C. Death Reports. The epidemic curve of death S!- is observed from 154 

S!- = X- U /!&%V%
.-

'$

%(/$
=	X-V.-⨂/!																																					(S21) 155 

where X-  is the observed mortality rate of infected cases, V%.-  is the probability that a 156 

confirmed case is reported dead W days after the initial infection date, and .- has a similar 157 

definition with .,. X- and 	V.- vary among different countries and periods due to capacities 158 

of treatment5. 159 

 160 

 161 
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2 Model Inference 162 

2.1  Problem Formulation 163 

The time-varying renewal process can be formulated through the framework of state space 164 

hidden Markov models. The instantaneous reproduction number !!  and daily incident 165 

infections /!  are the two latent variables of the state space models, whose dependence is 166 

described by Equation (S16). Consider two evolution modes of !!: emerging smooth changes 167 

when interventions are being steadily introduced/relaxed, and undergoing an abrupt change 168 

due to intensive interventions (e.g., lockdown). We introduce another latent variable Y!	to 169 

automate the switch between these two modes, which will be discussed in detail in the next 170 

section. The observations S! are the observed results of /! through Equation (S18), (S19) and 171 

(S21). We are interested in inferring the evolution of !! (along with /! and Y!) upon the real-172 

time update of observations S!. 173 

 174 

2.2  Inference Aims 175 

As revealed in Equation (S14) and Equation (S17), the observations experience time delay with 176 

respect to the update of the latent state, due to the lagging and averaging effects of convolution 177 

in Equation (S18)-(S21). Thus, the changes of !!  cannot be reflected in time, due to the 178 

existence of incubation time and observation delay. In other words, accurate estimation of !! 179 

at time " relies on future observations, which imposes the challenges of timely estimation. 180 

Therefore, we focus on two inference aims: 181 

1. Given the latest observation, how to give a near real-time estimate of !!	 and – equally 182 

if not more important – how to assess the uncertainty of the results? 183 

2. Upon update of the real-time observations, how to modify estimations at all previous 184 

time steps and assess the uncertainties to make them more accurate taking into account 185 

the new information?  186 

These two aims correspond to the two fundamental questions in Bayesian updating, namely 187 

the filtering and smoothing problems to be discussed in the next section. 188 

 189 

2.3  Bayesian Updating Scheme 190 

Z! =< !!∗ , \!∗ , Y!∗ >	is defined as the latent state observed by S! at time ". Since there is a 191 

delay between observation and infection, we suppose the most recent infection that can be 192 

observed by S! is at the time "∗ = " − ., where . is a constant determined by the distribution 193 
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of observation delay. Suppose O1 is the length of the vector \!∗ = [/!∗&'&2), /!∗&'&23, … , /!∗] 194 

such that S! is only relevant to \!∗ 	via Equation (S18)-(S21) and /!∗ only depends on \!∗&) via 195 

the renewal process. We formulate the estimate of the latent state Z! from the observed reports 196 

S! as a data assimilation problem. A sequential Bayesian approach is adopted to infer time-197 

varying latent state, which are composed of two phases: forward filtering and backward 198 

smoothing.  199 

 200 

Forward filtering: A sequential Bayesian updating approach is employed to infer the latest 201 

latent state from the real-time observations. Let us denote the observation history between time 202 

1  and "  as S):! = [S), S3	, … , S!] . Given that previous estimation F(Z!&)|S):!&) ) and new 203 

observation S!, we would like to update the estimation of Z!, i.e., F(Z!|S):!) following the 204 

Bayes rule: 205 

F(Z!|S):!) =
F(S!|Z!)F(Z!|S):!&))	

∫ F(S!|Z!)F(Z!|S):!&))	.Z!
																										(S22) 206 

where F(Z!|S):!&))  is prior and F(S!|Z!)  is likelihood. The prior can be written in the 207 

marginalised format: 208 

F(Z!|S):!&)) = ;F(Z!|Z!&))F(Z!&)|S):!&)) .Z!&)																										(S23) 209 

which utilised the Markovian properties. By substituting Equation (S23) to Equation (S22), we 210 

obtain the iterative update of F(Z!|S):! ) given the transition F(Z!|Z!&))  and likelihood 211 

F(S!|Z!): 212 

F(Z!|S):!) =
F(S!|Z!) ∫ F(Z!|Z!&))F(Z!&)|S):!&)) .Z!&)

∬F(S!|Z!) ∫ F(Z!|Z!&))F(Z!&)|S):!&)) .Z!&).Z!
										(S24) 213 

The likelihood can be calculated assuming an observation with Gaussian variance: 214 

F(S!|Z!)	~	d(T(Z!), H+3)																																					(S25) 215 

where T is chosen accordingly to the types of reports and H+3 is the variance of observation 216 

error that can be approximated empirically (detailed settings can be found in Supplementary 217 

Section 4). As the likelihood function has explicitly considered observation noise, it is more 218 

robust to noise compared to Poisson likelihood (used in EpiEstim). The results of using the 219 

Poisson likelihood for the same synthesised data as in Figure 3 are shown in Supplementary 220 

Figure 2, showing the benefits of considering observation noise in the likelihood.  221 
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 222 
Supplementary Figure 2. Comparison between the simulation results using Poisson 223 

likelihood and Gaussian likelihood in DARt (both with 95% CI). 224 

 225 

Then we present the F(Z!|Z!&)), i.e., the transition of the latent state Z! =< !!∗ , , \!∗ , Y!∗ > 226 

in details through analysing the evolution patterns of !!∗. When !!∗ is evolving with smooth 227 

changes, we use a Gaussian random walk to model this pattern, named Mode I corresponding 228 

to Y!∗ = 0. Under this mode, it is expected that !!∗ is similar to the previous time !!∗&). In 229 

contrast, the evolution of !!∗ 	can be altered significantly when intensive measures are induced. 230 

For example, !!∗ may experience an abrupt decrease due to the lockdown policy on time "∗. 231 

Under this circumstance, the epidemic history does not provide much information about the 232 

latest !!∗, where we name it as Mode II corresponding to Y!∗ = 1.  233 

 234 

Formally, the evolution of !!∗ 	is described by the switching dynamics conditioned on Y!∗: 235 

F(!!∗|!!∗&))	~	e
d(!!∗&), H53)															Y!∗ = 0									Mode	I
U[0, !!∗&) + ∆]															Y!∗ = 1									Model	II

																(S26) 236 

where d(!!∗&), H53) is a Gaussian distribution with the mean value of !!∗&) and variance of 237 

H53, describing the random walk with the randomness controlled by H5. U[0, !!∗&) + ∆] is a 238 

uniform distribution between 0 and !!∗&) + ∆ allowing abrupt decrease while limiting the 239 

amount of increase. This is because we assume that !!∗  can undergo a big decrease when 240 

intervention is introduced but it is unlikely to have a dramatic increase in one day as the 241 

characteristics of disease would not change instantly. One exception is that for the regions 242 

whose daily infection remains as low as around 0 after the intervention, and an imported super-243 
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spreader triggers a new outbreak. The !!∗  value which was remained at a low level would 244 

increase significantly. In this case, like the most recent outbreak in Hong Kong in November, 245 

we set ∆ to be a large value, allowing an abrupt increase.   246 

 247 

In our model, we assume a discrete Markovian chain process for Y!∗  with the transition 248 

probabilities listed in Supplementary Table 1, meaning that the probability of having an abrupt 249 

change in !!∗  is low. This assumption is realistic as most of the time the !!∗  curve is 250 

undergoing smooth change.  251 

 252 

Supplementary Table 1. Transition probabilities of Y!∗. 253 

 "!∗ = 0 "!∗ = 1 

"!∗−1 = 0 0.95 0.05 

"!∗−1 = 1 0.95 0.05 

 254 

Finally, we use the renewal process to provide transition of \!∗2): 255 

F(\!∗|\!∗&), !!∗) = no)ppoq(/!∗; 	!!∗ 	UL% 	/!∗&% 	

'!

%()
)s t(\!∗

(9), \!∗&)
(92)))

'&&)

9()
														(S27) 256 

where \!∗
(9) is the u-th component of the latent variable \!∗ and t(E, v) is the Kronecker delta 257 

function. /!∗ is assumed to be drawn from a Poisson distribution with the mean equal to the 258 

prediction from the renewal process using !!∗ and \!∗&). The overlaps between \!∗&) and \!∗ 259 

are w\!∗
(9)x

9()

'&&)
= w\!∗&)

(92))x
9()

'&&)
= [/!∗&'&2), … , /!∗&)], whose distributions are assumed to be 260 

consistent. By substituting Equation (S26) and (S27) and Supplementary Table 1 into Equation 261 

(S24), we have realised the sequential Bayesian update of the latent state Z! =< !!∗ , \!∗ , Y!∗ > 262 

for filtering.  263 

 264 

Backward smoothing: To answer the second question that how to update previous estimations 265 

when more subsequent observations are available, we formulate it as a smoothing problem in 266 

the Bayesian updating framework. Based on the filtering results of F(Z!|S):!), we can further 267 

achieve the smoothing results F(Z!|S):'), where O is the time index of the last observation. To 268 

integrate the information from the subsequent observations, we use the backward pass method. 269 

First, the joint distribution F(Z), … , Z'|S):') is decomposed as: 270 
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F(Z), … , Z'|S):') = F(Z'|S):')s F(Z!|Z!2), S):')
'

!()
																														 271 

= F(Z'|S):')s F(Z!|Z!2), S):!)
'

!()
																			(S28) 272 

where 273 

F(Z!|Z!2), S):!) = 	
F(Z!2)|Z!)F(Z!|S):!)

F(Z!2)|S):!)
.																												(S29) 274 

Then by integrating out Z), …Z!&), Z!2), Z' in Equation (S28) 275 

F(Z!|S):') = F(Z!|S):!);F(Z!2)|Z!)
F(Z!2)|S):')
F(Z!2)|S):!)

.Z!2) 														(S30) 276 

which provides the iterative calculation of F(Z!|S):') from time O backwards to time ". 277 

 278 

2.4  Particle Methods 279 

The integrals in the filtering problem (Equation (S24)) and the smoothing problem (Equation 280 

(S30)) are intractable, thus we introduce a Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) method called 281 

‘particle filter’ to infer the latent state9.  282 

 283 

In Monte Carlo method, the continuous distribution of a random variable y~z(E)  is 284 

approximated by { independent samples with importance weights: 285 

z(E) ≈U};t<'(E)

=

;()
																																																		(S31) 286 

where z(E) is an arbitrary probability distribution and { independent samples y;~z(E) are 287 

drawn from the distribution with the normalized importance weight };. t<'(E) denotes the 288 

Dirac delta mass located at the i-th sample y;. These discrete samples are also called ‘particles’ 289 

in particle method, whose locations and weights are used to approximate the intractable integral. 290 

 291 

If E  is a time-dependent state variable, we can update the samples to approximate the 292 

distribution through the Sequential Importance Sampling (SIS) technique10. The locations and 293 

weights of the particles representing the target distribution are iteratively updated considering 294 

the new observations. For the filtering problem, we can set F(Z):!|S):!)  as the target 295 

distribution and use { particles {Z!), Z!3, … , Z!=} with importance weight {}!),}!3, … ,}!=} at 296 

time ". The SIS technique includes two steps: First, new positions of the particles Z! at time " 297 

are proposed according to a proposal function ~(Z!|Z):!&))  which can be the transition 298 
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probability F(Z!|Z):!&)). Next, the importance weight �(Z):!)	of the proposed particles are 299 

calculated according to iteration in Equation (S22): 300 

�(Z):!) =
F(Z):!|S):!)
~(Z):!)

=
F(Z):!&)|S):!&))

~(Z):!&))
F(Z!|Z):!&))F(S!|Z!)

~(Z!|Z):!&))
																			301 

= �(Z):!&))
F(Z!|Z):!&))F(S!|Z!)

~(Z!|Z):!&))
= �(Z):!&))F(S!|Z!)							(S32) 302 

Therefore, the filtering results of F(Z):!|S):!)  can be numerically approximated by the 303 

evolving particles and their importance weights. Similarly, the smoothing procedure of 304 

Equation (S30) can be approximated by the particles. 305 

 306 

  307 
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3 DARt Application to UK Cities 308 

We applied DARt to monitor seven cities in England as shown in Supplementary Figure 3. All 309 

these cities are undergoing the second wave of COVID-19, where their !! values are above 1 310 

since August 2020 and keep fluctuating above 1 for most of the time. We can observe that cities 311 

within the UK have distinct !!  curves, reflecting that the country-wide !!  curve shown in 312 

Figure 4 (C) cannot be used to represent the epidemic dynamics across different local areas. In 313 

epidemic modelling, we should also make efforts to utilise data collected from local areas for 314 

fine-grained spatial modelling. On 22nd of September 2020, the UK government has enforced 315 

interventions in England. It is observed that Leeds, Sheffield, Liverpool and Manchester have 316 

a sharp decrease in !! around that time. The probability values of having abrupt changes (green 317 

bars in Figure 4) for these cities around this day were larger than most other days, indicating 318 

the detection of abrupt changes. Most cities maintained a lower !! level after this intervention. 319 

On 5th of November 2020, another intervention had taken place so that !! values for most cities 320 

became lower than 1. As the amounts of decrease in !!  are within a small range, no sharp 321 

changes in !! were observed such that the green bars in Figure 4 remained at a low level. 322 
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 323 

Supplementary Figure 3. Epidemic dynamics in London, Leicester, Birmingham, Liverpool, Manchester, Sheffield and Leeds. The top row 324 

of each subplot shows the number of daily observations (in yellow) and the recovered daily observations (in blue), which validates the !! 325 

results. The bottom row shows the DARt results of !!	curve with 95% CI (in black) and the probability of having abrupt changes (i.e., #! =326 

1) (in green). Two intervention dates in England are annotated in red dash lines. 327 
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4 Experimental setting  328 

In our experiments, the generation time and observation delay distributions are adopted from 329 

the previous reports6,8. To truncate these distributions into a fixed length, we discard the time 330 

points with the kernel values smaller than 0.1 resulting in the length of !! as 7. The initial guess 331 

of "" at # = 0 is set to be uniformly distributed from 1 to 5. We set & = 0.1 for getting smooth 332 

""	change in Model I. In Model	II, we set ∆= 0.5 for most regions except Hong Kong. For 333 

Hong Kong, when the average observation number of the recent 10 days is lower than 5 and 334 

the current observation number suddenly increases over 10, we think there is a chance that a 335 

newly imported case triggers a new outbreak, so we allow "" to have an abrupt increase. In 336 

this case, we set the upper limit of "" to be a large value which is 5 in our experiment. For 337 

implementing the particle filter, the number of particles is set to 200 for approximating 338 

distributions. 339 

The variance of observation error &#$ is estimated empirically. We first calculate the 7-day 340 

moving average observations. By subtracting the moving average from the observation, we 341 

obtain a difference curve, approximating random observation fluctuations. The next step is to 342 

perform the 7-day moving average calculation again on the squared value of the difference 343 

curve, where the resulted curve is regarded as the observation error variance. Finally, we use a 344 

Gaussian distribution as the likelihood function (Equation (S25)), where its variance is 345 

approximated by the observation error variance curve.  346 

  347 
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